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PACA Becomes A Landowner

"

Due to the generosity of PACA member, Jack Richmond, the Preservation
Association has become the owner of
a strategic piece of property-five
acres of Sangamon River bottom land.
The importance of this land is due to
its location next to the historic Hazen
Bridge, one of the few remaining iron
truss bridges in Champaign County.
Minutes of the Commissioners of
Highways meetings record that the
bridge was built in 1893 by the Severs
Manufacturing Company of Os, caloosa, Iowa for a cost of $4,985. It is
a Pratt truss design bridge, a common
metal truss form in the late nineteenth
century. According to Bridge Truss
Types: A Guide to Dating and Identifying, "most metal trusses in America
are of two basic forms, the Pratt and
the Warren. Both forms date back to
the 1840s, but many of the bridges
employing these trusses that still survive were built since the turn of the
century. During the last half of the
nineteenth century, many different
trusses were developed, but, in the
ensuing competition, the Pratt and
Warren forms gradually demonstrated their versatility, durability, and
economic desirability to such an extent that by the early twentieth century, almost all bridge trusses were
constructed using variations of one of
these forms.
The basic Pratt truss was patented
in 1844 by Thomas and Caleb Pratt
and is distinguished by vertical members acting in compression and
diagonals acting in tension. This
design feature reduced the length of
the compression members to help
prevent them from bending or buck-

The Hazen Bridge, an 1893 Prattiron-trussbridge, spans the Sangamon River north of Mahomet.

ling. Visually, the compression and
tension members are clearly different:
the thin diagonal eyebars are in tension and the posts (two heavy channel
beams joined by riveted bracing) take
the compressive loads."
PACA has entered into an agreement with the Newcomb Township
Road Commissioner to take possession of the historic bridge once a new
bridge is built to the immediate south.
The bridge and the five acres surrounding the bridge will be preserved
in memory of the Richmond family,
early area landowners.
Jack
Richmond's grandfather purchased a
large tract of land in the 1880s and
they have farmed in the area ever
since. PACA is working with the
CCDC Foundation, which owns land
adjacent to PACA's tract, to begin the
development of a nature preserve in

the area.
A very special thank you goes to
Mr. Jack Richmond for his very
generous donation and for his desire
to see the bridge preserved. Special
thanks is also due to the hard-working volunteer'(who wishes to remain
anonymous), who has seen this
project through since its inception in
1988. PACA extends a heartfelt thanks
to both of these individuals.
Save the Date:
Sunday, October 6
PACA is sponsoring a house tour
on West Main Street, Urbana. The
tour will feature eight houses and
two churches. Volunteers are
needed to staff the houses, please
call PACA (328-7222) to sign up for
your time slot.

